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Course Description：

Compassion towards animals, or the lack of it, is a hotly-emotive issue of 
international scope, especially between Western and East Asian countries. 
Recent spats over Japanese whaling, Korean dog-eating or Chinese 
disregard for animal welfare in food production have all focused minds on 
the need to understand why views of animals seemingly differ in East and 
West. 
To do so, this course takes a cultural, historical, and comparative approach 
to finding out how our relationship with the non-human other has evolved 
over the past. Factors such as industrialization, urbanization, 
modernization and secularization will be covered, as well as themes such 
as pet-keeping, food customs, hunting, animal rituals, and protection 
movements. To keep things manageable, the course will concentrate 
mainly on comparing and contrasting Japanese and European experiences 
with animals. 
Textbooks：

TBA
Reference Books：

Richard W. Bulliet, Hunters herders, and hamburgers: the past and future 
of human-animal relationships, New York: Columbia University Press, 
2005.
Gregory Pflugfelder and Brett Walker, eds. Japanimals: History and 
Culture in Japan's Animal Life, Ann Arbor: University of Michian Press, 
2005.
Keith Thomas, Man and the natural world: changing attitudes in England 
1500-1800, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1983.
Brett L. Walker, The lost wolves of Japan, Seattle/London: University of 
Washington Press, 2005.
Course Plan：
1 Orientation (guidance; discussion groups; brainstorming )
2 Contemporary overview of the situation of animals I
3 Contemporary overview of the situation with animals II
4 Theories on the place of animals in society I
5 Theories on the place of animals in society II
6 Animal histories I: medieval and early modern periods
7 Animal histories II: early modern and modern periods
8 Animal histories III: modernization and westernization
9 Thematic comparisons I: Religion and animals
10 Thematic comparisons II: Food and animals
11 Thematic comparisons III: Education and animals
12 Thematic comparisons IV: Nationalism and animals
13 Future of animals I: animals in the post-modern age
14 Future of animals II: the disappearance of animals?
Other Summary
Method of Evaluation：

Mid-term paper x1 (20 percent)
Final paper x1 (30 percent)
Group presentation (25 percent)
Contribution to discussion (25 percent)
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